Combining Forms

**Tools:**
- Printer
- 8.5” x 11” paper
  (110-lb cardstock recommended)
- Scissors

**Directions:**
1. Print.
2. Fold paper in half vertically.
3. Cut along dashed lines.
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Chapter 9: The Respiratory System

**COMBINING FORM**

**bronch/o, bronchi/o**

bronchial tube; bronchus

**COMBINING FORM**

blue

**COMBINING FORM**

plug; embolus

**COMBINING FORM**

blood

**COMBINING FORM**

died, death

lobe (a defined portion of an organ or structure)

oxygen

pharynx; throat

pleura
COMBINING FORM

pneum/o, pneumon/o

pulmon/o

rhin/o

spir/o

lung; air

lung

nose

breathe; breathing
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sten/o

narrow; constricted

thorac/o

chest

trache/o

trachea; windpipe